Electrical impedance mammography (EIM) belongs to nonlocal techniques of image creation. It is based on a number of data collection methods, including the cross-sectional approach, the back-projection method with the weight function applied horizontally and vertically, and the static image method. The analysis of data acquired by applying the above methods enabled to work out the EIM diagnostic system. It involves the following diagnostic categories: structural percentile limits and the mammary gland structure, agerelated percentile limits and age-related electric conductivity, outlying values statistics and early diagnostics of breast cancer, D-statistics and distortion of the mammographic scheme in the presence of breast cancer, diagnostic table, and the assessment of the electrical impedance image.
Introduction
Modern academic research and clinical practice avail of various tomography systems of electrical impedance diagnostics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Electrical impedance mammography (EIM) represents one of the most rapidly developing imaging modalities designed for breast cancer detection [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] .
EIM belongs to noninvasive techniques of image creation. It measures electromagnetic phenomena and assesses their changes via external scanning.
Since electric current distribution is not limited by two-dimensional plane, the data obtained reflect the change of electric conductivity in three-dimensional space, thus providing for the layer-by-layer image of the object. Based on the reconstruction of internal distribution from a set of external points, EIM refers to tomography techniques of image construction.
There exist two types of techniques creating tomographic images: local and nonlocal. The local technique implies the passage of one direct ray through the body causing the creation of one pixel in the image. The pixel value depends solely on the substance that the ray meets on its way. X-ray, magnetic resonance, and positron emission all belong to local or hard-field tomography techniques.
The nonlocal technique is characterized by all points on the object affecting the measurement result. This is the so-called cross measurement. The pixel value depends both on the object structure and the structure of the surrounding tissues. Electrical impedance, ultrasound reflection, and optical tomography belong to the category of nonlocal or soft-field tomography techniques.
Thus, EIM is a noninvasive technique featuring nonlocal properties of tomographic image creation.
Diagnostics system in electrical impedance mammography
Modern electrical impedance mammography systems, both commercial and experimental, differ in the following characteristics: alternating current parameters, electrode number and arrangement configuration, method of data collection, and algorithm of image reconstruction.
Electrical impedance mammograph, MEIKv5.6, developed and manufactured by "PKF "Simtechnika," Russia was used for the creation of electrical impedance images [22] .
The mammograph has the following significant characteristics:
• Noninvasive technology of image creation • 3D-tomography system
• Form of "soft-field" tomography • Cross-sectional approach to data collection. The cross-sectional approach is a variation of the complementary method, when all electrodes are involved in measurement pairwise.
• Back-projection method as an algorithm of image reconstruction
• Static image
• Quantitative diagnostic information
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The analysis of data obtained via the MEIKv5.6 electrical impedance mammograph allowed to pick out the following diagnostic categories:
• Structural percentile limits and mammary gland structure
• Age-related percentile limits and age-related electric conductivity
• Outlier statistics and early detection of breast cancer
• D-statistics and distorted mammographic scheme in the presence of breast cancer
• Diagnostic table and EIM image evaluation
Structural percentile limits and mammary gland structure
The analysis in hand is based on data acquired from 1632 electromammographic examinations of normal women of various age groups. It is essential that the test groups contained about the same number of women: 380 women aged 20-30, 428 women aged 31-40, 449 women aged 41-50, and 375 women aged 51-60. The analysis of the electrical impedance mammograms was carried out "blindly", i.e., without taking the women's age into account.
The fluctuations of the electrical impedance index values made from 0.01 standard units, the lower range value, to 0.68 standard units, the upper range value. To define the structure of electric conductivity index distribution, we extracted eight property ranges with the 0.09 step and calculated the number of observations in each range ( Table 1 ). standard deviation are generally used for normal distribution characterization. We see the implementation of the 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 90th percentile as most rational since it does not require the knowledge of the variable distribution form (Figure 2 ).
In accordance with the proposed assessments, the values within the first range (below the 10th percentile) should be considered as distinctly low, within the second range (10th-25th percentile) as low, the third and fourth ranges (25th-75th percentile) as mean, within the fifth 
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range (75th-90th percentile) as high, and the sixth range (above the 90th percentile) as distinctly high.
The mammary gland structure allows to distinguish a few kinds of tissues performing various functions (epithelial, connective, nerve, blood, and lymph). The age involution of the mammary gland consists in the reduction of ductal epithelium proliferation, in the substitution of the secretory epithelium by a connective tissue with different correlations of tissue elements. The electric conductivity index (IC) obtained from the electrical impedance scanning is a quantitative variable, which characterizes the mammary gland structure. A low index is typical of a gland containing a big number of cell elements and thereafter high ion concentration. This causes us to regard the mammary gland structure with the conductivity index percentile limit <10 percentile as representing the ductal type. This is confirmed by the fact that the proportion of the test-group women aged 20-30 with the ductal type of the mammary gland structure and indices fitting in the first channel (<10 percentile) exceeded 70%.
A high electric conductivity index is typical of a gland containing big number of fat lobules and a lot of connective tissue and therefore low ion concentration. Thus, the mammary gland structure with the conductivity index percentile limit >90 percentile should be estimated as representing the amorphous type. This is confirmed by the fact that the proportion of women aged 51-60 with the involutive type of the mammary gland structure and indices fitting in the sixth channel (>90 percentile) also exceeded 70%. The mammary gland structure with the conductivity index percentile limit between the 25th and 75th percentile should be estimated as representing the mixed type. This is proved by the fact that this percentile channel included data of women of all age-groups. Different combinations of structures determining tissue electric conductivity produce a wide range of conductivity index values. Table 2 presents a summary table of the mammary gland structure assessment from the perspective of EIM execution.
Thus, the mammary gland structure can be assessed from the perspective of electrical impedance mammography with a view to the electric conductivity index. As is well-known, the mammary gland structure conditions its density, which is why the distinguished ranges of electric conductivity correspond to different types of breast density. The so-called dense breasts, which correlate with the ductal structural type, are characterized by low values of Table 2 . Types of mammary gland structure from the perspective of electrical impedance mammography.
Diagnostic System in Electrical Impedance Mammography: Background http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/intechopen.69195electric conductivity index. High index values are typical of the amorphous structure when the mammary gland chiefly consists of the adipose and connective tissues. The peculiarity of this approach to the mammary gland structure assessment is a quantitative expression of the mamma's anatomic and histological composition. The results of the mammary gland density assessment from the perspective of electrical impedance mammography with a view to the electric conductivity index are presented in Table 3 . The assessment is done in line with the American College of Radiology (ACR) terms [23] .
Age-related percentile limits and age-related electric conductivity
The analysis in hand is based on data acquired from over 2000 electromammographic examinations of normal women aged 20-80. The analysis of the electrical impedance mammograms was carried out using the percentile limits approach, the women's age taken into account. It should be noted that modern medical, biological, and clinical research has been increasingly employing the percentile approach as a method of concise description of distributions. This approach does not require the knowledge of distribution form, i.e., it is nonparametric. The use of percentile curves is routine for many diagnostic modalities, e.g., they are widely used for the assessment of fetal development in ultrasound diagnostics. 5, 50, and 95 percentile limits for the electric conductivity index were calculated in each age group, which allowed to draw percentile curves (Figure 3 ) and make a table summarizing percentile limits of normal age-related electric conductivity of the mammary glands ( Table 4) .
Percentile limits of age-related electric conductivity can be used for the formation of breast cancer risk groups. The conductivity index values below the 5th percentile must be regarded as distinctly low, whereas the values exceeding the 95th percentile as distinctly high.
The risk group for breast cancer should thus include patients exhibiting abnormally low age-related electric conductivity values, i.e., below the 5th percentile, which witnesses for extremely high density of the glandular tissue ductal component. Table 3 . Mammary gland structure and density types from the perspective of EIM execution in accordance with the ACR classification.
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component carries potential threat since it is often conjoined by the insufficient trophic function of the connective tissue, which is known to be provided by the main substance thereof. Dyscrasia may result in dystrophic processes, including those in the basal membrane.
Abnormally high values of age-related electric conductivity, i.e., exceeding the 95th percentile, correlate with menstrual disorders, the latter standing for hormonal changes.
Outlier statistics and early detection of breast cancer
Unlike other tomographic modalities which only avail of visual evaluation feature, electrical impedance scanning also provides quantitative information. These unique data are used for diagnostic purposes. A detailed description thereof demands a short reference to outlier statistics.
Provided that all value variations come from a single general population, they are expected to differentiate by virtue of random causes only and stay within the range of M ± 2 standard cause is unknown, the outlier value should be excluded from the assessment. Elimination of values that are "too remote" from the center of a sample is called sample censoring.
There are two basic types of methods implemented for outlier elimination [24] :
(a) Elimination method with the general standard deviation given.
(b) Elimination method with the general standard square deviation not given.
In the first case, X and standard deviation are calculated with a view to the results obtained from the sample aggregate; in the second case, the sample is stripped of the suspicious results before the calculations are made. Normalized deviate, which serves a nondimensional characteristic of the variable deviation from the arithmetical mean, is one of the criteria used to determine the outliers (1).
where "t" is the outlier detection criterion, "x" is an outlier, "M" is the mean value for a variant group, and "σ" is a standard deviation. "ttable" stands for standard values of the outlier detection criterion, the values are shown in the table. The values of ttable= 2, P = 0.95 are often used for large selections.
The "three sigma" rule applied for the assessment of the measurement results distributed in accordance with the normal law is one of the simplest outlier detection methods. This rule implies the following: if Xoutlier − X > 3S x , where S x -is an assessment of the standard deviation measurement, the result is hardly probable and may be considered as a miss. The X and S x values are calculated without regard to the extreme values of Xoutlier.
In this paragraph, we will comment on the results of an electrochemical test of the MEIK v5.6 electrical impedance mammograph. The figure below shows a prototype installation filled with water. The mammograph was used to acquire an electrical impedance scan of the physiological saline solution ( Figure 4A) . The mean electric conductivity index (IC) made 1.85, 
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whereas the standard deviation amounted to 0.075 and three standard deviations to 0.22. Then, a metal coin was put into the water, 1 cm deeper than the mammograph panel with electrodes ( Figure 4B ). When overlapped, the conductivity distribution histograms ( Figure 5 ) allow to see that the IC of the coin (dotted curve) is higher than the IC of water (continuous curve) by a value exceeding three standard deviations. This is typical of outliers; however, in this particular case, it speaks for the presence of an object whose IC value is significantly different from that of the medium, neither does the object belong to the general observation population.
The above mentioned fully applies to medical and biological measurements. Figure 6 shows an electrical impedance mammogram of a patient suffering from breast cancer, the quantitative parameters being: IC = 0.56, standard deviation-0.12. At 3 o'clock next to the areola, we can see an indistinctly contoured focus with the IC of 0.94. Thus, the IC in the area of interest exceeds the IC of the mammogram by a value going over 3 standard deviations. On the right, we present X-ray and ultrasound images of the same case.
The given example proves that the electric properties of malignant tumors differ significantly from those of the surrounding tissue. It is a well-known fact that cancer cells exhibit an increased electrical activity. Some of the characteristic features of cancer cells that affect their electrical activity are:
1. Cancer cells have cell membranes that exhibit different electrochemical properties and a different distribution of electrical charges than normal tissues [25] .
2.
A change in mineral content of the cell, particularly an increase in the intracellular concentration of positively charged sodium ions and an increase in the negative charges on the cell coat (glycocalyx) are two of the major factors causing cancer cells to have lower membrane potential than normal cells [25] .
3.
Cancer cells exhibit both lower electrical membrane potentials and lower electrical impedance than normal cells [26, 27] . From Figure 7 , it becomes clear that the mammary gland carcinoma has three times higher electric conductivity than the surrounding tissues [28] .
This knowledge can be applied to early detection of breast cancer. To perform this task one is to search for areas with abnormal values of IC>3 std, which is typical of an oncologic process A lesion of less than 1 cm in size with a radiant contour in the upper-outer segment. US: a lesion of an irregular shape, with nonhomogeneous structure, 9 × 9 mm without vascularization. Figure 7 . Influence of the current frequency on the electric conductivity of the mammary gland tissues.
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with tumors not exceeding 1 cm. To make the search easier, the mammograph highlights abnormal conductivity areas with red (arrow) (Figure 8 ).
D-statistics and distorted mammographic scheme in the presence of breast cancer
As the disease connected by the breakup of the epithelium basal membrane progresses, various phenomena can occur in the tumor and the surrounding tissues. These processes are always accompanied by alterations of electrical properties of the tumor mass. Increased vascularization leads to electrical conductivity increase due to ionic conduction. Replacement of dead tumor cells by collagen fibers leads to electrical conductivity decrease. While purulent inflammation areas emerge, permittivity decreases as a result of the cell membranes death. Lymphocytic infiltration causes the tumor and the surrounding tissues impedance to increase, because of a significant local concentration of cell membranes. Thus, tumor growth is regularly accompanied by the alteration of the electrical properties both of the tumor and the surrounding tissues.
As noted previously, the electrical impedance approach enables to conduct a quantitative analysis of the image involving the assessment of the following parameters: mean electric conductivity index, histogram of electric conductivity distribution, comparison of the electric conductivity distribution histogram with the referent values.
To refer the patient to the norm or pathology category, the divergence in the distribution form criterion, also known as the λ-criterion or the Kolmogorov-Smirnov criterion [29] , is used in Eq. (2).
where N1 stands for observation quantities within the ranges, n1-within the sample aggregate, A 1 ; and N2 and n2-the same for A 2 .
Dx statistics, to be more exact, a subaggregate when calculating the Kolmogorov-Smirnov criterion Eq. (3).
where N1 stands for observation quantities within the ranges, n1-within the sample aggregate, A 1 ; N2 and n2-the same for A 2 .
This nonparametric criterion enables to determine the statistical significance of divergences in the distribution of any characteristic of norm or pathology including the distribution of electric conductivity on electrical impedance tomograms.
The Dx statistics allows to define the area of one of the distributions, which is not shared by the other (Figure 9 ). The Dx value reflects the proportion of observations or data, which distinguishes experiment (patient) from control (norm). This value is essential for substantiation of diagnosis as well as for assessing the parameter information capacity.
High information capacity of the divergences revealed enables to refer the patient to this or that category (e.g., norm or cancer) with great probability. To determine the informative value of distribution divergence Kulback's information measure is applied Eq. (4).
where J = information value of the range, P1-probability of patients' suffering from disease A1 getting into the range, P2-the same for disease A2.
It shows how informative the Dx statistics applied is, how this parameter contributes to diagnosing the disease, e.g., cancer. The assessment of distribution divergence (Dx) produced results standing in direct relationship with the information capacity, according to Kulback ( Table 5) . This relationship must be recognized as fairly regular and consistent [29] .
In the presence of cancer, the histogram of the affected gland is shifted. Table 6 sums up data on comparative electric conductivity obtained from patients suffering breast cancer, benign changes of the mammary gland as well as from normal women with different types of mammary gland structure.
In the course of oncologic process development, general and local electric conductivity naturally tends to change. The distortion of the mammographic scheme can be observed as early Figure 9 . Assessment of distribution divergence by their area.
Distribution divergence Information capacity Reliability
below 20%
Very low No
20-30%
Relatively low Yes
30-50%
Good Yes
50-65%
High Yes Table 5 . Distribution divergence and information capacity. Table 6 . Comparative electric conductivity of the mammary glands, data acquired from patients suffering from breast cancer, benign lesions, and normal women.
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Number of patients
Diagnostic criteria Electrical impedance mammography points
Shape
• Round, oval 1
• Lobular, irregular 2
Contour
• No 0
• Sharp 1
• Hyperimpedance, indistinct 2
Surrounding tissues
• Preserved 0
• Structure alteration/displacement 1
• Thickening/extrusion/retraction 2
Internal electrical structure
• Hyperimpedance (IC roi < IC av − 2std) 0
• IsoimpedanceIC roi = IC av ± 2std) 1
• Hypoimpedance (IC roi > IC av + 2std) 2
• Animpedance (IC roi > IC av + 3std) 3
Comparative electrical conductivity
• Divergence between the histograms <20% 0
• Divergence between the histograms 20-30% 1
• Divergence between the histograms 30-40% 2
• Divergence between the histograms >40% 3 Table 7 . Diagnostic criteria for differentiation of volumetric lesions in electroimpedance mammography.
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as at onset of the disease that is why this criterion was added to the EIM breast cancer diagnostic scale ( Table 7) . Below (Figure 10) , we provide examples of the distorted mammographic scheme from three patients with breast cancer.
Diagnostic table and EIM image assessment
A volumetric lesion is an extensional involvement detected on several scan planes. Image analysis implies the assessment of the lesion shape, contour, internal electric structure, and changes in the surrounding tissues.
A diagnostic table was made to regularize the description of volumetric lesions. Table 7 presents assessment parameters each being given a certain set of points.
Using the numerical score for the assessment of volumetric lesions in electrical impedance mammography allows to compare this information to BI-RADS ACR categories ( Table 8 ).
The EIM point scale enables to standardize the description of volumetric lesions when carrying out electrical impedance mammography examination as well as use the algorithm of patients' supervision worked out by the specialists of the American College of Radiology. 
EIM ACR
Common scale BI-RADS categories
No score BI-RADS 0 poor image 0-1 BI-RADS 1 lesion is not defined 
